
(Tal's comments on this game appear in prose form in ‘64’ (№ 18, 1979).  These have been 

incorporated into the score of the game.  The translation from the original Russian is by Douglas 

Griffin.) 

 

Spassky – Tal 

10th round, ‘Tournament of Stars’, Montréal, 24th April 1979 

 

1.d4 Nf6 2.c4 e6 3.Nf3 b6 4.e3 Bb7 5.Bd3 d5 6.b3 

Everyone understood that Spassky would have been in a fighting mood in the first game of the 

second cycle. 

 

Already, the opening shows his striving for a complicated game (characteristic in this regard is 

6.b3). 

 

6...Bd6 7.0–0 0–0 8.Bb2 Nbd7 9.Nbd2 Qe7 10.Rc1  

XIIIIIIIIY 
8r+-+-trk+0 
7zplzpnwqpzpp0 
6-zp-vlpsn-+0 
5+-+p+-+-0 
4-+PzP-+-+0 
3+P+LzPN+-0 
2PvL-sN-zPPzP0 
1+-tRQ+RmK-0 
xabcdefghy 

 
10...Rad8 

An approximately level position was created from the opening.  The text move is not very usual.  

More often played are 10...Ne4 or 10...c5. 

 

I wanted to invite the opponent to determine the position of his queen.  On 11.Qe2 Black 

planned 11...Ne4, while on 11.Qc2, as occurred in the game, the advance of the c-pawn gains 

significantly in strength. 

 

11.Qc2 c5 12.cxd5 exd5 13.dxc5 

The continuation 12.cxd5 does not deserve criticism, but 13.dxc5 does not appear dangerous for 

Black: in the position with hanging pawns almost all of his pieces are ready to attack the king's flank. 

 

13...bxc5 

 



XIIIIIIIIY 
8-+-tr-trk+0 
7zpl+nwqpzpp0 
6-+-vl-sn-+0 
5+-zpp+-+-0 
4-+-+-+-+0 
3+P+LzPN+-0 
2PvLQsN-zPPzP0 
1+-tR-+RmK-0 
xabcdefghy 

 
14.Qc3 

 This appears simply provocative.  'To be on the safe side' Black brought his final reserve – the 

king's rook – into the battle, and after... 

 

14...Rfe8 15.Rfd1 

...I decided to meet the opponent's wishes.  Seemingly, he did not expect this.  After 15.Rcd1, 

15...c4!? 16.bxc4 Bb4 had to be seriously reckoned with.  

 

15...d4 16.exd4 cxd4  

XIIIIIIIIY 
8-+-trr+k+0 
7zpl+nwqpzpp0 
6-+-vl-sn-+0 
5+-+-+-+-0 
4-+-zp-+-+0 
3+PwQL+N+-0 
2PvL-sN-zPPzP0 
1+-tRR+-mK-0 
xabcdefghy 

 
 17.Qa5 

This is possibly the decisive mistake.  White also stands badly after 17.Qxd4 Nc5 with 

numerous threats, but rather unclear play arises in the case of 17.Nxd4. 

 

For ‘a clear conscience’ I had prepared 17...Qe5 18.N4f3 Qh5 with obvious compensation for the 

pawn.  Naturally, I wanted to sacrifice the bishop – 17...Bxh2+ 18.Kxh2 Ng4+ 19.Kg3 (or 19.Kg1 

Qh4 20.N4f3 Qxf2+ 21.Kh1 Re5 22.Bf5 Ne3) 19...Qe5+ 20.f4 (20.Kxg4 leads to mate in four 



moves) 20...Qe3+ 21.N4f3 Ndf6.  In my opinion, Black's attack is quite dangerous, but come what 

may Spassky was obliged to go in for this variation. 

 

First of all, at a5 the queen proves to be out of things, while secondly, at the 19th move Black 

gains an important tempo. 

 

17...Ne5 18.Nxe5 Bxe5 19.Nc4 Rd5 20.Qd2 

I confess, I had reckoned on the finale after 20.Ba3 Qe6 21.Qd2 Bxh2+ 22.Kxh2 Rh5+ 23.Kg1 

Rh1+.  In the game there occurred a somewhat different variation on the same theme. 

 

20...Bxh2+ 21.Kxh2 

Seemingly, Spassky had reckoned only on 21...Ng4+ 22.Kg3 and overlooked 21...Rh5+, after 

which 22.Kg3 loses immediately on account of 22...Ne4+. 

 

21...Rh5+ 22.Kg1 Ng4  

XIIIIIIIIY 
8-+-+r+k+0 
7zpl+-wqpzpp0 
6-+-+-+-+0 
5+-+-+-+r0 
4-+Nzp-+n+0 
3+P+L+-+-0 
2PvL-wQ-zPP+0 
1+-tRR+-mK-0 
xabcdefghy 

 
 White resigned.  In the final position there is no defence against the two threats of 23...Qh4, or, 

still move ‘loudly’, 24...Rh1+. 


